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THE ART AMATEUR, __.'9 

precisely like that in the large dining-room in the 

rear, that runs across the whole width of the house. 

The cornice mouldings and the mouldings of the doors 

and windows are also the same as those in the dining 
room, and as if the builder had not sinned enough, 
the owner of the house had turned into the room to 

pasture a flock of bantling behemoth sofas and chairs 
ne sofa, with the tact of his kind, at once stretching 

himself across the door at the end of the room-and 

the window being already twice too large for the 
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room, vast curtains of 

heavy stuff rich in 

fringes had been hung 

up to keep out the 
light. The room was 

a useless one, but it 

might easily have 

been made agreeable 
to sit in by first re 

ducing its contents to 

their proper propor 
tions. Light mould 

ings to the doors and 

windows, and one of 

the doorways filled up 
altogether; a small 

English grate with a 
shelf above 

it; the door 

leading to 

the hall re 

moved and 

a curtain 

hung in its 
place; then 

a rug upon 
the floor, or 

a carpet 
with a small 

figure, and. 
furniture of 

as light a 

character as 

p ossi b-le, 

with things 
worth look 

ing at upon 
the wall 

the artist's 

hand would 

easily make 

such a closet 

as this a 

pretty retir 

ing-place for 

conference, 
or a spot to 

put a ray of 

sunshine, or quicken 

germs of beauty in 

the mind of the dis 

trict messenger-boy or the milliner's bandbox-bear 

ing apprentice. CLARENCE COOK. 

AN IDEAL HOUSE. 

THAT the author of 

Bachelor Bluff" is no 

bachelor his latest little 

book conclusively shows. 

In " 
My House, an Ideal" 

(New York: Charles 

Scribner's Sons, 1884), 
Mr. Oliver B. Bunce 

erects a type of the mod 

est and home-like dwell 

ing which could only be 
conceived by a family 
man, one whose life is 

spent in his family and 
whose enjoyment of na 

ture and art and books, whose occupations and amuse 

ments are all pervaded by a certain home-keeping 

quality which, in his case, is by no means accom 

panied by any lack of refined worldly wit. On the 
contrary, it is in a particularly easy and engaging 

style that Mr. Bunce describes for us the house of his 

predilection, neither humble nor pretentious, sub 

stantial, comfortable, surrounded by trees and fields 

and all those adjuncts of a country life which can 

really be enjoyed by a man who is not a countryman. 
For, although he would have cows and an orchard, it 

is plain that he is no gentleman farmer in straw hat 

and muddy boots, and that his conversation does not 

often run upon turnips. His ideal domicile is, in 
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ANCIENT POMPEIAN DESIGN. 

deed, by several degrees more handsome than a 

literary man would have dared to sigh for before re 

cent times. It leaves deep in the shade Cervantes's 
" little house surrounded by cherry trees," the model 

of so many cots of bookish people. 
It neither is nor pretends to be a cottage. "It 

rises before me," says the author, 
" 

as I stand here 
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at this angle of the grounds. Let me show it to you 
as it presents itself at this moment. It stands with 

the grounds falling away a little, against a mass of 

spreading branches. It is but two stories high; but 

the liberal space above the windows and the ample 

pitch of the roof indicate a spacious attic, which is 

lighted by two picturesque dormer windows that 

HALL BORDER DECORA'ION. 

pierce the roof midway. The walls are not buried 
beneath redundant vines, but are effectually relieved 

by friendly climbers that decorate the stone surface 
but do not hide it. The windows are wide and low 
a feature that adds greatly to the.pleasure of a house 
and there is provision on the southern side for summer 

awnings." 

A wing at one side includes the domestic offices, and 
at the other side there is a projecting window, from 

the embrasure of which one may look over a long 
stretch of meadow that ends in a copse, through 
which runs a sparkling brook. Two of the upper 
windows have balconies which the climbing vines 
reach and partially cover. These are delightful sum 

mer afternoon retreats, and one may look therefrom 
over long stretches of undulating country, varied by 
open fields and woodland masses, dotted with cot 

tages and home 

steads, and infinitely 
multifarious in its 

green, brown and 

yellow tints, while the 

silver sheen of a river 

may be seen winding 

through the distant 

landscape. 
Within, the house 

is so simple in its ar 

rangement, so free 

from intricacies and 

oddities, that the au 

thor is afraid it may 
excite the contempt 
of people whose idea 

of art is a 

mutiplica 
- tion of sur 

prises and 

odd corners. 

You enter 

a hall of 
considerable 

width, from 

which as 

cends a 

OLD FRENCH HALL LAMP. 

broad staircase. On one side is the draw 

ing-room, beyond which, is a second parlor, 
connected by a curtained archway, and this 
room opens through windows into a con 

servatory; next to it is the dining-room. 
On the right of the hall is a room, furnished 
as a summer parlor, with a capacious bay 
window ; and adjoining it is the library or 
book - room. 

The hall ex 

tends only 

part of the 

depth of the 
house, the 

dining-room 
-P 

covering the 

space lying 
in the rear 

of it; but 
into this 

room doors open, so 

that in summer, when 

light breezes are so 

SIMPLE VESTIBULE TILE. 

pleasant. we have only to open the doors and allow 
the air from the rear windows to flow unobstructed 

through the hall, which becomes thereby a cool and 

agreeable sitting-place." A degree of comfort this 

which goes some way 
toward luxury, though 
not that kind of luxury 
which is identified with 
cost and splendor, but 

rather that which is the 

legitimate result of a 

moderate expenditure 
laid out, not upon sham 

ornamentation, but upon 
useful things well chosen 

and intelligently com 

bined. 

It will have been re 

marked that it is a stone 

house. The author very 

properly objects to a 

wooden box as an ineffectual house at the best, for it 

does not keep out the blasts of winter, nor protect its 

inmates from the hot rays of the summer sun, and 

one's imagination does not delight in a house that 

gives no sense of strength and permanence, that does 

not assure him of its power to defy the elements and 

the slow tooth of time, that does not assert its purpose 
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to remain a power and a treasure through the chang 
ing vicissitudes of centuries to come. " 

My house, 
therefore, is built of stone, with an inner wall of brick 
to insure dryness, and it stands rugged and almost 
as fixed as the rock-ribbed hills." 

Another reason for the preference of stone over 

wood is the author's dislike of painted surfaces. 

Now, it would be easy to say a good word for the 

white house and red barn, the green blinds and gray 

shingled roofs of the old-fashioned American farm 

house, and even the spick-and-span wooden villa in its 

yearly coat of many colors need not be considered as 

an abomination under our brilliant summer sun, 
which simply effaces with its floods of light all pale 
and modest tints; but for a house which is to be 

lived in 'all the year round, the author is doubtless 

right in preferring the mellow warm gray that stone 

acquires in time under the caresses of the rain and 
the snow and the warm embraces of the sun. And, 
as to the cheapness of wood why should it count 

when what is saved by employing it is spent upon 
towers and turrets, cupolas and porte-coch6res. 
Brick the writer rather likes, and particularly the 

picturesque clustered chimneys, such as we see on 

the English. Tudor houses. But, he says, 
" I love my 

mass- of stone with. its garniture of greenery, and 

Shall be steadfast in my affection despite what is done 
in the name of Queen Anne, in brick and shingles," 
and there can be no-question as to the wisdom of this. 

The house 
" 

stands among trees and flowers, but 

there is not one distinctive flower-bed in all its 

grounds. There are a few flowering bushes here and 

there, and sweet-brier and honeysuckle vines on the 

sides of the house ; but my special delight is in cer 

tain wild tangleries of flowers-places where honey 
suckles and roses and lilies and other flowers grow 

with absolute license, entwined one with the other, 
and mingling their blossoms together. I can cull at 

these tangleries a nosegay at any time, for the growth 
of the plants is vigorous and the blossoms abundant 

without marring a set picture or disturbing the plans 
or the equanimity of'the gardener. " 

How the roses toss themselves in the air on their 

long stems ! How the honeysuckles strew the ground 
with their redundant blossoms ! How the daisies 

struggle up to reach the roses, and all riot in their 

freedom ! They fairly seem to have a rapture in their 

own beauty. Come, nature, in thy way, within my 
boundaries and give to the surroundings of my house 

in all things this splendid abandonment, this grace 
and profusion, this loveliness and delight." To give 
life to this picture the birds are encouraged to make 
their homes in the copses, and there is a stable with 
good horses and choice milch cows and friendly dogs, 
and long stretches of yellow grain, an orchard and 
meadows add the element of human out-door labor. 

The interior furnishing of Mr. Bunce's ideal home 
proceeds on the assumption that what is brought into 
a room is that which is to give it character and grace; 
and yet, it is surely a pity when in building a house 
the opportunity is not taken of 'making at least one 
room which shall be of itself a thing of beauty, espe 
cially when there are no less than four non-necessary 

rooms, or five if we count the hall. It need not im 
ply a very great expense nor a wide departure from 
the general scheme of decoration to have one room 
or several in which the proportions of the walls, the 
doors, the windows, the building up of the coved or 
raftered ceiling, the careful choice of mouldings and 
other fixed ornaments and the richness of the hang 
ings, shall make the place inviting and imposing be 
fore a single article of movable furniture is intro 
duced. Nor need such a room . be unhomelike. Mr. 

Bunce has apparently in mind' some Frenchified 
drawving-rooms of rather pretentious houses, when he 

abjures all this; but a room may.be imagined, beau 

'tiful in its nudity, which would seem but proper and 
natural in his well built stone house. But this mat 
ter apart, nothing can be safer than the rules he lays 
down or more apt than his illustrations. " One often 

sees the walls of a room frescoed with elaborate 
designs and in bright colors, or hung with paper of 
brilliant patterns. Now it is impossible to furnish a 
room"harmoniously in which this cardinal error ex 
ists ! Beginning with bright colors, there is no 
:ground against which color can be placed, and, con 

sequently, every bit of color brought into the room, 
and every object added that is at all decorative in 
character. is almost certain to be in conflict with the 

decorative colors permanently there. In such a 

room, as objects multiply, the inevitable result is in 

congruity, unrest and distraction. 
" 

The walls of our rooms it must be remembered, 
are to act as foils of our paintings, of our tapestry, of 

our upholstery, of our vases and bronzes, of whatever 

decorative object we may place there. How are we 

to hang our much-cherished flower-piece by La Farge 
on a wall overflowing with the flower-designs of the 

decorator ? How are we to place our vase of 

Chinese blue against a wall rioting in blues and 

greens ? When we turn a decorator into a room in 

this way, the decorator turns us and ou.r art gems out 

of the room finally and forever." This last remark 

is very true of the average decorator, who is simply a 

business man following a lucrative calling; but not of 

all. Some may be found who will know how to 

create a harmonious ensemble, taking for key any bit 

of fine color that may be presented to them. 

The drawing-room offers Mr. Bunce a chance to 

develop his ideas about interior decoration. It is 
" covered with a paper in which the predominant 
effects are in gray and gold,-the patterns being dis 
cernible by a slight variation of tint. There is no 

dado. A dado may be appropriate in a room with a 

very high ceiling, as a means of breaking the long 
surface; but a dado is a little too pretentious for my 
taste. It seems, moreover, like an attempt to pass 
for wainscoting, and I will not have false pretenses of 

any kind. A broad border at the bottom and a wide 
frieze serve to break the long lines sufficiently; and as 

the border and the frieze admit of richer colors the 
effect is very good. I notice that the gilt frames of 
the pictures hang well against the walf, and that the 

decoration in the paper, being blended into almost a 

flat tint, disturbs not the color in the paintings. The 

ceiling lifts in light and vanishing tints. If we put 
too much color into a ceiling, down it comes upon us.; 
it is as heavy as the sky when opaque with clouds, 

when it should be like the summer air, a dream of 

color and nothing more." 

The dining-room is in a darker tone. "This room 

has a handrail, below which the wall is painted a 

dark brown; above the rail it is covered with a paper 
the body of which is a lighter brown, with a suitable 
conventional pattern, through which gleams a tracing 
of gold. Above is a broad frieze of light and gay 
colors. The ceiling is simply tinted in two shades 
of gray." We submit that it would take more than a 

tracing of gold to give this room the general golden 
hue that the author desires for it. We have seen 

dining-rooms done up in brown paper, and they were 
rather unpleasant. 

On the subject of carpets there is much that is use 
ful, novel, and sensible. " A carpet may be of one 

color or of varied tints of the same color, but very 
light it should not be. The weight of color in a room 
should be at the base ; the highest light in the ceil 
ing. Yet if a carpet is too dark the room will have an 
uncheerful aspect; on the other hand little furniture 
appears to advantage on a light carpet. The problem 
then is to select a middle tint. Very rich and well 
sustained colors are the best; and the patterns should 
never be of flowers or other definite device." A car 

pet whose design competes with the pictures or other 
objects in the room, is simply an impertinence. 
There is a very proper intimation about Persian and 
Turkish rugs, that they often do this. Still, it will be 
found that such rugs are not of the best as regards 
color. But it is an obvious truth, though one very 
often disregarded, that to set the tone of a room to 
agree with a pale tinted water-color or a delicate 

piece of Dresden or Sevres, and then introduce a 
great mass of strong colors .and rude and effective 
forms in the shape of a Turkey rug, is to introduce 
discord and to undo all your previous work. And 
usually if one wishes to give all their value to a fevw 
pieces of bric-a-brac or pictures, nio matter how 

bright and strong in color, it will be better for him to 
eschew any great quantity of color elsewhere and to 
stick to sober middle tints. 

In the matter of pictures it is sincerely to be hoped 
that Mr. Bunce's taste will become the popular 
one, for he likes just those good qualities which 
are to be found in modern paintings of no very 
great cost. " Story-telling," he remarks, " is right 

enough on great canvases in great galleries ; at 

home, for daily contact, pictures of this kind are 

restfully under pictures of stir and action, under illus 

trations of somebody ceaselessly trying to do some 

thing and never doing it. Well-chosen landscapes 
are best adapted for our home rooms and give the 

greatest pleasure, and the delight that one feels in 

them is perennial. " 
Well-chosen landscapes. There is much mean 

ing in these words. Landscapes should be selected 

always for their light and color effects and never for 

the places and scenes they delineate. Views of 

places have no art interest or decorative value, unless 

painted primarily with color in view . . . I look up 
and see a sky framed in a little corner of my writing 
room, in which the light in the west is wonderfully 
luminous as the shadows near at hand darken as a 

prologue of coming night. It is the light in the low 

sky that never tires me-that every time I look upon it 

seems radiant with a new radiance." Mr. Bunce 

does not say it, but it is a fact that most of the story 

pictures that he advises against on principle, are not 

only out of place in a private house, but are bad art. 

For persons who cannot enjoy pictures without human 

interest in them, he recommends a single figure 

piece or a lovely ideal face. Water colors and prints 
he advises should' not have white margins but gray 
and should be framed to harmonize with the color of 

the wall. Paintings selected without relation to one 

another are an artistic mistake. 

The furnishing of Mr. Bunce's house incldes a 

mantel arranged in a very -felicitous manner. At 

each end of the mantel-shelf rise two columns with 

Ionic capitals that support :an entablature. The 

moulding of the entablature is very, plain, the frieze is 

ornamented with a few richly colored glazed tiles, 
and the structure holds above a large Japanese vase. 

The back of this elevation is of. wood with a carved 

centrepiece ; and on the mantel stands nothing more 

than two tall and slender purple vases, whidh com 

monly hold a few cut flowersf. His chairs and tables 

and the like are simply made without veneer or gild 

ing or machine carving or anything glued 'or stuck on 

to them. They are covered with stuffs that are dur 

able and composed in quiet and rich colors,' the only 
colors that should enter a room in m'asses or in large 

objects. 

Though but little space is given in this book to 
matters of construction and hygiene, what it does 

contain on these subjects is sensible and well put. It 

is clearly explained that a considerable advantage is to 

be derived in this climate. from a 'solid stone and 

brick construction, namely an economy of fuel com 
bined with' a relief from the complicated,'dirty, and 
vexatious methods of heating which are common in 
this country. In such a solidly built hoiuse as this 
imagined by Mr. Bunce, a coal or wood fire in an 
open fireplace in every room and a German " porcelain" 
stove in the hall, built into a 'fireplace, with a heavy 
chimney-piece above it suffice for warmth and do not 
dry up the air, and the glow and sparkle of the open 
fire and the ricatness of the porcelain stove are surely 
'very desirable. Even in 'the bedrooms Mr. Bunce 

would have a wood fire on every hearth each 'even 
ing before the occupant of the room should retire for 
the night. " A half hour at night," he says, " before 

a pile of crackling logs, while the pillow waits for its 
expected occupant, is one of the most restful and 
agreeable experiences of the day. . . . The hush of 

the hour, the seclusion, the sense of ease and peace 

that prevails, all seem to unbend the mind, and 'to 
summon hope and 'fancy for its delectation. To hurry 
to one's room, swiftly disrobe in the chilling air, and 
'plunge 'betWeen the sheets in unseemly haste is the 
act of a barbarian ; to linger over warm embers, 

musing and~ dreaming, speculating upon the problems 
of life' recalling pleasant incidents of the misty by 
gone,' is the luxurious but harmless indulgence of a 
poet.' It his house, Mr. Bunce naively admits, 'the 

inhabitants are fond of these poetic reveries and the 
guest who hies to his chamber is supposed. to be also, 
for he finds there a bright blaze, which when the can 
dle is extinguished and he has drawn the drapery of 
his couch around him amuses him with the play of 
light and shadow which it produces upon the ceiling 
and the walls until he' drops into deep slumber; not 
without experiencing a sense' of gratitude to his hosts 
for their thoughtful attention to his comfort. It is un 
'der such circumstances that one should read the book, 
'and he will then feel as grateful to the author as if he 
had really been a guest in his ideal house. 
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